1. Introduction

Fiber loop mirrors (FLMs), also called Sagnac interferometers, are interesting and very useful components for use in optical devices and systems [1, 2]. Many components based on FLMs have been demonstrated for applications in wavelength-division-multiplexing filters and in sensors, among others [3-7]. In FLM, the two interfering waves counter-propagate through the same fiber and are exposed to the same environment. This makes it less sensitive to noise from the environment. In general, a conventional fiber loop mirror made of high-birefringent fibers (HiBi fibers) or polarization-maintaining fibers (PMFs) has several advantages compared with a Mach–Zehnder interferometer, such as insensitivity, high extinction ratio, in-dependence of input polarization, easy to manufacture and low cost [1, 2]. However, conventional PMFs (e.g., Panda and bow-tie PMFs) have a high thermal sensitivity due to the large thermal expansion coefficient difference between boron-doped stress-applying parts and the cladding (normally pure silica). Consequently, conventional PMFs exhibit temperature-sensitive birefringence [8]. Therefore, conventional PMF based Sagnac interferometers exhibit relatively high temperature sensitivity, which is about 1 and 2 orders of magnitude higher than that of long-period fiber grating (LPG) and fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors [9, 10]. This can limit the practical use of the devices in some applications.

Various kinds of sensors based on HiBi-FLMs have been proposed and realized since HiBi-FLMs are sensitive to many parameters and have a high sensitivity, such as temperature sensors, level liquid sensors, refractive index sensors, strain sensors and biochemical sensors [7, 9-12]. However, when a HiBi-FLM is used to measure strain or other parameters, its cross-sensitivity to temperature may degrade sensor performance since the optical path length of the HiBi-FLM shows temperature dependence caused by thermal refractive-index change and thermal expansion effect. Thus, the temperature effect must be discriminated or eliminated when they are used for sensing [13-15].

The photonic crystal fiber (PCF) is a new class of optical fiber that emerged in recent years. Typically, these fibers incorporate a number of air holes that run along the length of the fiber and have a variety of different shapes, sizes, and distributions [16-17]. Of the many unusual properties exhibited by a PCF, a particularly exciting feature is that the PCF can be made HiBi by arranging the core and the air-hole cladding geometry, thereby introducing...
asymmetry [18-19]. Their birefringence can be of the order of $10^{-3}$, which is about one order of magnitude larger than that of conventional HiBi fibers. Unlike conventional PMFs (bow-tie, elliptical core, or Panda), which contain at least two different glasses each with a different thermal expansion coefficient, thereby causing the polarization of the propagation wave to vary with changing temperature, the PCF birefringence is highly insensitive to temperature because it is made of only one material (and air holes). Recently, some of FLMs used PCFs have been developed and applied on various devices [20-22] and optical fiber sensors [24-35], including strain sensors, pressure sensors, temperature sensors and curvature sensors, and so on.

In this chapter, we will first introduce the basic operation principle of FLMs, secondly, will demonstrate a temperature-insensitive interferometer based on a HiBi-PCF FLM. We will then move on to various applications in optical sensors such as strain sensors, pressure sensors, and temperature sensors. Following, we will discuss a demodulation technology of HiBi-PCF FLM based sensors. Finally, we will describe several multiplexing schemes for HiBi-PCF based FLM sensors.

![Fig. 1. Configuration of FLM made of a PCF.](image)

### 2. Basic principle of FLMs

As shown in Fig. 1, the 3-dB coupler splits the input signal equally into two counter-propagating waves which subsequently recombine (at the coupler) after propagating around the loop. The interference of the counter-propagating waves will be constructive or destructive, depending on the birefringence of the cavity, and thus, the loop transmission response is wavelength dependent. The phase difference between the fast and slow beams that propagate in the PCF is given by [1, 2]:

$$\theta = \frac{2\pi B L}{\lambda}$$

where $B$, $L$, and $\lambda$ are the birefringence of the PCF, the length of the PCF and the wavelength, respectively. When the variation of $B$ following the wavelength is small, there is $B = \frac{n_x - n_y}{n_0}$, where $n_x$ and $n_y$ are the effective refractive index for each polarization mode. Ignoring insertion loss of the 3-dB coupler and the attenuation of the PCF and the single-mode fiber in the loop, the transmission spectrum of the fiber loop is approximately a periodic function of the wavelength, namely,

$$T = \frac{1 - \cos \theta}{2}$$
The transmission dip wavelengths are the resonant wavelengths satisfying \(2\pi nBL/\lambda_{\text{dip}} = 2k\pi\), where \(k\) is any integer. Thus, the resonant dip wavelengths can be described as

\[\lambda_{\text{dip}} = BL / k\]  

(3)

And the wavelength spacing between transmission dips can be expressed as

\[S = \lambda^2 / BL\]  

(4)

When some varies (strain or temperature) applied on the PCF sensing element, they will cause the birefringence change \(\Delta B\) and length change \(\Delta L\) of the PCF. So the \(\lambda_{\text{dip}}\) has a change and it can be expressed as:

\[\Delta\lambda_{\text{dip}} = (\Delta BL + B\Delta L) / k\]  

(5)

So the change of varies can be obtained by measuring the wavelength shift of the dip in the output spectrum. The setting of the polarization controller (PC) can affect the contrast of the transmission function. By adjusting the state of the PC, transmission bands with large extinction ratio can be obtained.

3. Temperature-insensitive interferometer using a HiBi-PCF FLM [21]

In general, the optical path length of a conventional HiBi-FLM shows temperature dependence caused by thermal refractive-index change and thermal expansion of the devices [8]. This can limit the practical use of the device. In this part, utilizing the high birefringence and the low temperature coefficient of birefringence, a temperature-insensitive interferometer based on a HiBi-PCF FLM is realized.

In this experiment, a 6.5-cm-long HiBi-PCF was used, which was fabricated by Blaze-Photonics Com., and the cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph is shown in Fig. 2. Mode field diameters at the two orthogonal polarizations are 3.6 and 3.1 \(\mu\)m. The HiBi-PCF has a group birefringence \(\Delta n_g\) of \(8.65\times10^{-4}\) at 1550 nm, and a nominal beat length of 1.8 mm. Both ends of the HiBi-PCF are spliced to conventional single-mode fiber (SMF) by using a CO\(_2\) laser splicing system. The PCF-SMF splicing loss is large (about 3.5 dB) because of mismatching of mode field and numerical apertures between the PCF and the SMF. The splicing loss will be reduced when a pre-tapering technology is used. The PCF-SMF splicing losses will increase the total insertion loss of the HiBi-PCF-FLM. The device characteristics are measured with a tunable laser source (Agilent 81689 A) which can be tuned from 1.5 to 1.6 \(\mu\)m and a power sensor (Agilent 81634 A).

Fig. 3 shows the transmission spectra of the HiBi-PCF-FLM at different temperatures. The temperature of the HiBi-PCF-FLM is controlled by a temperature chamber during measurement. The transmission spectrum is approximately a periodic function of wavelength, as given by equation (2). The corresponding wavelength spacing between transmission peaks is about 0.43 nm, which is consistent with equation (4). The extinction ratio is nearly 26 dB and the total insertion loss of the HiBi-PCF-FLM is 10 dB.

Since the phase difference is given by equation (1), a change of the phase matching condition caused by the environment leads to a wavelength spacing variation and a resonance wavelength shift. As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, when the ambient temperature of the HiBi-PCF-FLM is increased, the transmission peaks shift a little to shorter wavelength. We choose
Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of the cross section of the HiBi-PCF.

Fig. 3. Transmission spectra as a function of temperature for the HiBi-PCF-FLM, insertion: the transmission spectra in the range of 1554 -1557 nm.

Fig. 4. Variation of the transmission peak wavelength at 1554.6 nm with temperature for the HiBi-PCF-FLM.
the transmission peak at 1554.6 nm as an example. The wavelength shift of the transmission peak with temperature is 0.3 pm /°C. The line (a) in Fig. 5, which is for the HiBi-PCF-FLM, shows the wavelength spacing change with temperature. The variation of wavelength spacing is very small: only 0.05 pm /°C.

![Graph showing wavelength spacing vs. temperature for HiBi-PCF-FLM and PMF-FLM](image)

**Fig. 5.** Variation of the wavelength spacing with temperature (a) the HiBi-PCF-FLM; (b) the PMF-FLM.

In order to compare the new HiBi-PCF-FLM with the conventional FLM, we used a Panda polarization maintaining fiber (PMF) as the HiBi fiber. The Panda PMF is from Fujikura (SM-13P) with a measured birefringence of $\Delta n_g = 3.85 \times 10^{-4}$ at 1550 nm. The length of the Panda PMF is about 14.8 m. The wavelength spacing of the PMF-FLM is about 0.42 nm at temperature 25 °C. The extinction ratio is about 25 dB. As shown in Fig. 6, the transmission peaks shift very significantly at different temperatures. The line (b) in Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of the wavelength spacing for the conventional PMF-FLM. The variation of the wavelength spacing with temperature is about 0.5 pm /°C, which is nearly

![Graph showing intensity vs. wavelength for HiBi-PMF-FLM at different temperatures](image)

**Fig. 6.** Transmission spectra for the HiBi-PMF-FLM at different temperatures.
ten times of that for the HiBi-PCF-FLM. Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows the transmission peak shift as a function of temperature for the PMF-FLM. In theory, the wavelength shift of transmission peaks with temperature is nearly 16.6 pm /°C. In the experiment, however, the polarization of the propagation wave may vary with temperature, because different glasses of the PMF have different thermal expansion coefficient. This also affects the stability of the PMF-FLM. Such a large variation of the properties of the FLM made of conventional PMF with temperature makes it unsuitable for many applications in optical communication or sensor systems. However, by using HiBi-PCF, temperature-insensitivity of the FLM is improved by about 55 times.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 7.** Variation of the transmission peak wavelength near 1554.6 nm with temperature for the HiBi-PMF-FLM (●: theoretical and ○: experimental results).

### 4. Optical fiber sensors based on a HiBi-PCF FLM

#### 4.1 A temperature independent strain sensor based on a HiBi-PCF FLM [24]

Strain sensors based on the strain-induced variation in birefringence of the HiBi fibers used in FLMs were also proposed and characterized. These sensors possess lots of advantages including simple design, easy to manufacture, high sensitivity, and low cost. However, previously reported FLM sensors are all based on conventional HiBi fibers whose birefringence is dependent on temperature. When they are used for sensing other measurands such as strain, the high thermal response of conventional PMFs may cause serious cross-sensitivity effects and reduce the measurement accuracy. In this part, a HiBi-PCF FLM strain sensor is demonstrated. The strain measurement is inherently temperature insensitive due to the great thermal stability of HiBi-PCF based FLM.

The proposed FLM strain sensor is as shown in Fig.8. When a strain is applied on the HiBi-PCF, the phase change induced by an elongation \( \Delta L \) (i.e., a strain \( \varepsilon = \Delta L / L \)) to the PM-PCF can be given approximately by

\[
\Delta \theta = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} [\Delta B + L \Delta B] \tag{6}
\]

where \( \Delta B = \Delta n_x - \Delta n_y \) is the variation of birefringence of the PM-PCF caused by photoelastic effect. Based on the analysis of photoelastic effect in single-mode fibers [35], the change of effective refractive index in the fiber core is related to the applied strain with a coefficient
named effective photoelastic constant. It is therefore assumed that \( \Delta n_x \) and \( \Delta n_y \) have similar descriptions but different effective photoelastic constants, expressed as follows:

\[
\Delta n_x = p_x^e n_x \varepsilon, \quad \text{and} \quad \Delta n_y = p_y^e n_y \varepsilon
\]  

(7a)

(7b)

Where \( p_x^e \) and \( p_y^e \) are the effective photoelastic constant for the slow and fast axes, respectively. By substituting Eqs. (7a) and (7b) into Eq.(6) and considering the relationship between spectrum (or peak wavelength) shift and phase change, i.e., \( \Delta \lambda = S \Delta \theta / (2\pi) \), the following relationship can be obtained:

\[
\Delta \lambda = \lambda (1 + p' e) \varepsilon
\]  

(8)

where \( p' e = (n_y p_y^e - n_x p_x^e) / B \), is a constant that describes the strain-induced variation of the birefringence of the PM-PCF.

From Eq. (8), it can be seen that \( \Delta \lambda \) is directly proportional to \( \varepsilon \); therefore, linear spectrum (or peak wavelength) shift is expected with change of the applied strain.

Fig. 8. Experimental setup of the proposed strain sensor based on a FLM made of a highly birefringent PCF.

In the experiment, the HiBi-PCF is 86 mm long, whose structure is the same as that in the section 3. Fig. 9 shows the transmission spectrum of the HiBi-PCF based FLM within a wide wavelength range of 70 nm. The wavelength spacing between the two transmission minima is 32.5 nm, and a good extinction ratio of 32 dB was achieved at the first transmission minimum located at 1547 nm. Since the light source we used is not polarized and there is no polarization-dependent element used in the sensor system, the stability of the sensor output against environmental variations, such as small vibrations, is good.

We fixed one end of the HiBi-PCF and stretched the other end by using a precision translation stage. Fig. 10 shows several measured transmission spectra around the transmission minimum at 1547 nm under different applied strains. The spectrum shifted 7.5 nm to the longer wavelength direction when the strain was increased from 0 to 32 m. The measured data are shown in Fig.11. A linear fitting to the experimental data gives a
Fig. 9. The transmission spectrum of the HiBi-PCF FLM.

Fig. 10. Measured transmission spectra under different strains.

Fig. 11. Wavelength shift of the transmission minimum at 1547 nm against the applied strain.
wavelength-strain sensitivity of $0.23 \text{ pm/} \mu\varepsilon$ and a high $R^2$ value of 0.9996, which shows that the linearity of the wavelength to strain response is excellent. Therefore, the experimental data agree well with the theoretical prediction, and the constant $p'_e$ in Eq. (8), calculated from the wavelength-strain sensitivity value, is -0.82.

The resolution of the strain measurement, limited by the 10 pm wavelength resolution of the used OSA, is $43 \mu\varepsilon$, which is actually quite high when taking into account the large measurement range. The maximum value of the applied strain is mostly determined by the maximum strain that the HiBi-PCF can endure, not the strength of the fusion splicing points because the two splicing points between the HiBi-PCF and SMFs were prevented from being stretched as they were glued to the strain-applying blocks. As a result, the measurement range is several times larger than that of fiber Bragg grating and long-period grating sensors, where the fiber strength is significantly weaken during the grating inscription by high power ultraviolet laser beams [37]. This may be regarded as one of the several advantages of the proposed HiBi-PCF based the strain sensor over the two kinds of fiber grating sensors.

Temperature stability of the HiBi-PCF FLM strain sensor was also tested by setting the sensor head into a temperature-controlled container. The transmission minimum at 1547 nm was moved to shorter wavelength by only 22 pm when the temperature was increased up to 80°C. Measurement results are shown in Fig.12. The temperature sensitivity is only 0.29 pm/°C, which, compared with the reported value of 0.99 nm/°C of the FLM temperature sensor based on conventional PMF [7], is about 3000 times lower. The temperature sensitivity is also in good agreement with the previously reported value in Ref. 21 where the same HiBi-PCF was used. If a temperature variation of 30°C is assumed, the corresponding wavelength shift of the strain sensor is only 8.7 pm, which is even smaller than the wavelength resolution of the OSA. Therefore, such a low temperature sensitivity can be totally neglected when the sensor is operated in normal environmental condition without very large temperature variations.

![Temperature sensitivity graph](image)

Fig. 12. Wavelength variation of the transmission minimum at 1547 nm against temperature.

Compared with the conventional HiBi fiber based FLM sensors and fiber Bragg grating or long-period grating sensors, the HiBi-PCF FLM strain sensor is inherently insensitive to temperature, eliminating the requirement for temperature compensation. It is also simple, easy to manufacture, potentially low cost, and possesses a much larger measurement range.
4.2 Pressure sensor realized with a HiBi-PCF FLM [29]

In this part, we demonstrate a pressure sensor based on a HiBi-PCF FLM. The FLM itself acts as a sensitive pressure sensing element, making it an ideal candidate for pressure sensor. Other reported fiber optic pressure sensors generally required some sort of modification to the fiber to increase their sensitivity [38]. The HiBi-PCF FLM pressure sensor does not require polarimetric detection and the pressure information is wavelength encoded.

Fig. 13 shows the experimental setup of the pressure sensor with the HiBi-PCF based FLM interferometer. The used HiBi-PCF is 58.4 cm and is laid in an open metal box and the box is placed inside a sealed air tank. The tank is connected to an air compressor with adjustable air pressure that was measured with a pressure meter. The input and output ends of the FLM are placed outside the air tank.

![Fig. 13. The experimental setup of our proposed pressure sensor.](image)

Ignoring the loss of the FLM, the transmission spectrum of the fiber loop is approximately a periodic function of the wavelength and is given as Eq. (1). The total phase difference $\theta$ introduced by the HiBi-PCF can be expressed as

$$\theta = \theta_0 + \theta_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\theta_0$ and $\theta_p$ are the phase differences due to the intrinsic and pressure-induced birefringence over the length $L$ of the HiBi-PCF and are given by

$$\theta_0 = \frac{2\pi \cdot B \cdot L}{\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\theta_p = \frac{2\pi \cdot \left(K_p \Delta P\right) \cdot L}{\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$\Delta P$ is the applied pressure and the birefringence-pressure coefficient of HiBi-PCF can be described as [39]

$$K_p = \frac{\partial n_s}{\partial P} - \frac{\partial n_f}{\partial P}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The pressure-induce wavelength shift of the transmission minimum is $\Delta \lambda = S \cdot \theta_p / 2\pi$. Thus the relationship between wavelength shift and applied pressure can be obtained as
\[ \Delta \lambda = \left( \frac{K P}{B} \right) \Delta P. \]  

(13)

Eq. (13) shows that for a small wavelength shift, the spectral shift is linearly proportional to the applied pressure.

Fig. 14. Transmission spectrum of the HiBi-PCF based Sagnac interferometer.

Fig. 15. Measured transmission spectra under different pressures.

Fig 14 shows the transmission spectrum of the HiBi-PCF FLM at atmospheric pressure, i.e., at zero applied pressure. The spacing between two adjacent transmission minimums is \( \sim 5.3 \) nm and an extinction ratio of better than 20 dB was achieved. The intrinsic birefringence of the HiBi-PCF used in our experiment is \( 7.8 \times 10^{-4} \) at 1550 nm.

The air compressor is initially at one atmospheric pressure (about 0.1 MPa). In the experiment, we can increase air pressure up to 0.3 MPa; thus, the maximum pressure that can be applied to the HiBi-PCF-based FLM sensor is \( \sim 0.4 \) MPa. At one atmospheric pressure one of the transmission minimums occurs at 1551.86 nm and shifts to a longer wavelength with applied pressure. When the applied pressure was increased by 0.3 MPa, a 1.04 nm wavelength shift of the transmission minimum was measured, as shown in Fig 15. Fig. 16 shows the experimental data of the wavelength–pressure variation and the linear curve fitting. The measured wavelength–pressure coefficient is 3.42 nm/MPa with a good \( R^2 \) value of 0.999, which agrees well with the theoretical prediction. From Eq. (13), the birefringence–pressure coefficient is \( \sim 1.7 \times 10^{-6} \) MPa\(^{-1}\). The resolution of the pressure measurement is \( \sim 2.9 \) kPa when using an OSA with a 10 pm wavelength resolution. Because of the limitations of
our equipment, we have not studied the performance of this pressure sensor for high pressure at this stage. However, we found that the HiBi-PCF can stand pressure of 10 MPa without damage to its structure. This part of the work is ongoing and will be reported in our further studies.

Fig. 16. Wavelength shift of the transmission minimum at 1551.86 nm against applied pressure with variation up to 0.3 Mpa.

Fig. 17. Wavelength shift of the transmission minimum against applied pressure for HiBi-PCFs with length of 40 (circles) and 79.6 cm (triangles); the wavelength pressure coefficients are 3.46 and 3.43 nm/MPa, respectively.

Although the length of HiBi-PCF used in our experiment is 58.4 cm, it is important to note that the HiBi-PCF can be coiled into a very small diameter circle with virtually no additional bending loss so that a compact pressure sensor design can be achieved. The induced bending loss by coiling the HiBi-PCF into 10 turns of a 5 mm diameter circle, shown in the inset of Fig. 16, is measured to be less than 0.01 dB with a power meter (FSM-8210, ILX Lightwave Corporation). The exceptionally low bending loss will simplify sensor design and packaging and fulfills the strict requirements of some applications where small size is needed, such as in down-hole oil well applications. To investigate the effects of coiling, we have studied two extreme cases in which the HiBi-PCF was wound with its fast axis and then its slow axis on the same plane of the coil. There were no measurable changes for either the birefringence or the wavelength-pressure coefficient when the fiber was coiled into 15 and 6 mm diameter circles with both of the orientations coiling. The coiling of the HiBi-PCF
into small diameter circles makes the entire sensor very compact and could reduce any unwanted environmental distortions, such as vibrations.

The wavelength-pressure coefficient is independent of the length of the HiBi-PCF, as described in Eq. (13). Fig. 17 shows the wavelength-pressure coefficients are 3.46 and 3.43 nm/MPa for HiBi-PCFs with lengths of 40 and 79.6 cm, respectively. After comparing the two wavelength-pressure coefficients with that of the pressure sensor with a 58.4 cm HiBi-PCF (Fig. 17), we observed that the wavelength-pressure coefficient is constant around 1550 nm; this agrees well with our theoretical prediction. However, the length of the PM-PCF cannot be reduced too much because this would result in broad attenuation peaks in the transmission spectrum and that would reduce the reading accuracy of the transmission minimums.

![Graph showing the wavelength shift against temperature](image)

**Fig. 18. Wavelength shift of the transmission minimum at 1551.86 nm against temperature.**

Temperature sensitivity of the proposed pressure sensor is also investigated by placing the sensor into an oven and varying its temperature. Fig. 18 shows the wavelength shift of a transmission minimum versus temperature linearly with a good $R^2$ value of 0.9984. The measured temperature coefficient is $-2.2$ pm/°C, which is much smaller than the 10 pm/°C of fiber Bragg grating. The temperature may be neglected for applications that operate over a normal temperature variation range.

Based on the small size, the high wavelength pressure coefficient, the reduced temperature sensitivity characteristic, and other intrinsic advantages of fiber optic sensors, such as light weight and electro-magnetically passive operation, the proposed pressure sensor is a promising candidate for pressure sensing even in harsh environments. Considering the whole pressure sensing system, we can also replace the light source with laser and use a photodiode for intensity detection at the sensing signal receiving end. Since the power fluctuation is very small even when the HiBi-PCF is bent, intensity detection is practical for real applications. Because of the compact size of the laser and photodiode, the entire system can be made into a very portable system. Furthermore, the use of intensity detection instead of wavelength measurement would greatly enhance interrogation speed and consequently makes the system much more attractive.

### 4.3 A high sensitive temperature sensor based on a FLM made of an alcohol-filled PCF [33]

HiBi-PCFs have a low thermo-optic and thermo-expansion coefficient HiBi-PCF, so HiBi-PCF FLMs can not be used to measure temperature directly. However, by inserting a short alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF into a FLM, a temperature sensor with an extremely high sensitivity can be realized by measuring the wavelength shift of the resonant dips of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM.
The temperature sensor, as shown in Fig. 19, consists of a 3 dB coupler and a short alcohol-filled PCF. Alcohol is chosen to fill into HiBi-PCF since it is an easy-filled liquid with a high temperature sensitivity. Here, an alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF is inserted into a FLM as a temperature sensing head. Birefringence change $\Delta B$ and length change $\Delta L$ of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF caused by temperature, leads a wavelength shifting of the resonant dips according to Eq. (3). The relationship between the dip wavelength change $\Delta \lambda_{dip}$, $\Delta B$ and $\Delta L$ is simply expressed as Eq. (5), $\Delta \lambda_{dip} = (\Delta BL + B\Delta L) / k$, where $\Delta B$ is the birefringence change caused by the thermo-optic effect, including that of the original HiBi-PCF and that of the filled alcohol, and $\Delta L$ is the length change caused by the thermo-expansion effect, which also includes the elongation of the original HiBi-PCF and the expansion of the filled alcohol. We neglect $\Delta B$ and $\Delta L$ caused by the HiBi-PCF itself because of a good thermal independence of the HiBi-PCF. Further, $\Delta L$ caused by the thermo-expansion of the filled alcohol is also ignored since the volume of alcohol filled into the air-holes of the HiBi-PCF is small. Thus, $\Delta \lambda_{dip}$ mainly depends on $\Delta B$ of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF. The birefringence-temperature dependence of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF is analyzed by using a full-vector finite element method (FEM). The diameters of the bigger and smaller holes are 7 and 3.2 µm, respectively, and the pitch length between centers of two adjacent holes is 5.46 µm, according to the HiBi-PCF used in experiment. The refractive index of pure silica and the filled alcohol is taken as 1.4457 and the empirical value which is calculated by an empirical equation according to [40].

Fig. 20 shows the empirical temperature dependence of the refractive index of alcohol and the theoretical temperature dependence of the birefringence of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF. With the temperature rising, the refractive index of alcohol decreases linearly, while the birefringence of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF increases linearly. The mode fields of the two orthogonal polarizations at 20 °C are shown in the insertion of Fig. 21. The birefringence of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF is calculated at $3.5\times10^{-4}$ at 20 °C. $P_t$ is defined as a thermo-optic constant on the birefringence of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF, which equals to the slope of the temperature dependence curve of birefringence and is calculated at $1.5\times10^{-6}$/°C. According to Eq. (2) and Eq. (5), the relationship between the resonant dip wavelengths shift $\Delta \lambda_{dip}$ and the temperature change $\Delta T$ can be deduced as

$$\Delta \lambda_{dip} = \Delta BL / k = LP_t \Delta T = \lambda_{dip} \Delta T$$

(14)
Based on the above equation, the temperature sensitivity of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM is related to $\lambda_{dip}$, $P_t$, and $B$. A high temperature sensitivity depends on a long wavelength $\lambda_{dip}$ of the measured resonant dip, a high thermo-optic constant $P_t$ and a small birefringence $B$ of the filled HiBi-PCF.

The HiBi-PCF used in the experiment is provided by Yangtze Optical Fibre and Cable Company. The HiBi-PCF has a birefringence of $10.2\times10^{-4}$ at 1550 nm, and the length is 6.1 cm. After the HiBi-PCF filling with alcohol by air-holes capillary force, the birefringence of the PCF reduces significantly, which bring advantages on a larger wavelength space between two resonant dips and on a wider measurement range. Both ends of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF are spliced to conventional single-mode fiber (SMF) by using a regular arc splicing machine (Fujikura FSM 60).

Fig. 20. Temperature dependence of the refractive index of alcohol and the birefringence of polarization mode fields of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF at 20 °C.

Fig. 21. Transmission spectrum of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM at 20 °C.
Fig. 21 shows the transmission spectrum of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM at room temperature (20 °C). Two resonant dips of the FLM display in the wavelength range from 1400 to 1600 nm. One is at the wavelength of 1455.8 nm (dip A) with 15.5 dB extinction ratio; the other is at about 1549.8 nm (dip B) with 10.5 dB extinction ratio. The wavelength spacing between these two dips is ~94 nm and the corresponding birefringence of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF is ~3.9×10^{-4} at 20 °C, which is close to the theoretical value (~3.5×10^{-4}). The little difference between the experimental and theoretical values may be caused by the error of air-holes geometry size of HiBi-PCF according the SEM.

In the experiment, the temperature characteristic of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM is tested by placing the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF of the FLM at a temperature-controlled container. Fig. 22 (a) and (b) show the transmission spectra of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM at temperature range of 20 to 34 °C and 8 to 20 °C, respectively. Dip A red-shifts from 1455.8 to 1543.7 nm with temperature increasing gradually from 20 to 34 °C, at the same time, the extinction ratio of dip A decreases. While, dip B blue-shifts from 1549.8 to 1470.4 nm with the temperature decreasing gradually from 20 to 8 °C.

![Fig. 22. Transmission spectra of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM (a) when temperature increases from 20 and 34 °C and (b) when temperature decreases from 20 and 8 °C.](image)

Fig. 23 shows the experimental relationship between temperature and the resonant wavelength of dip A and dip B. The fitting curves can be expressed as y = 6.2176x+1331.7 for dip A and y = 6.6335x+1416.7 for dip B, and the high fitting degrees 0.9997 and 0.9995 mean the linearity of the resonant wavelength to temperature is excellent. The experimental
The relationship between temperature and the resonant wavelength of dip A and dip B.

Temperature sensitivities of dip A and dip B are ~6.2 nm/°C and ~6.6 nm/°C, respectively. And the theoretical sensitivities are ~6.1 nm/°C and ~6.5 nm/°C from Eq. (14). It is clear that the theoretical and the experimental results are in accordance. The temperature sensitivity of the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM is very high, and reach up to about 660 and 7 times higher than that of a FBG (~0.01 nm/°C) and that of the FLM made of a conventional HiBi fiber with a 72 cm length (~0.94 nm/°C) [10].

In practical uses, for a wider measurement range of temperature, the length L of the HiBi-PCF can be shortened in order to widen the spacing between two resonant dips based on $S = \frac{n_j^2}{BL}$. For example, when the alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF is 1 cm, the spacing of the proposed FLM sensor is ~564 nm. It can be provided the measurement range of ~84 °C with the same temperature sensitivity ~6.6 nm/°C according to Eq. (14), in which the length of the sensing fiber is the same as the length of FBG sensing head and is shortened 72 times than that of the conventional HiBi-FLM temperature sensor.

5. Demodulation of sensors based on HiBi-PCF FLM [34]

All HiBi-PCF FLM sensors demonstrated above are based on monitoring the resonant wavelength variation of the FLM. In these configurations, a broadband light source and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) are needed, which cause the sensors expensive. In this part, we introduce a simple demodulation technology for a strain sensor based on HiBi-PCF FLM, which can also be used in other FLM based sensors. By utilizing the fact that the transmission intensity of a FLM at a fixed wavelength is strongly affected by the strain applied on a piece of HiBi-PCF in the FLM since the transmission spectrum of the FLM shifts with the applied strain, but the resonant dip (both wavelength and intensity) is insensitive to temperature, a low-cost temperature-insensitive strain sensor based on a HiBi-PCF FLM is achieved. The sensor uses a distributed-feedback (DFB) laser as the light source. Since the output intensity of the FLM is directly proportional to the applied strain, only an optical power meter is sufficient to detect strain variation, avoiding the need for an expensive OSA.

Since the HiBi-PCF is insensitive to temperature, the strain applied on the HiBi-PCF is an only influence factor on the transmission spectrum of the FLM. When an axial strain is applied on the HiBi-PCF, the phase difference of the FLM is changed, which is induced by
an elongation of the HiBi-PCF and the variation of birefringence of the HiBi-PCF caused by photoelastic effect. The relationship between the FLM phase change $\Delta \theta$ and the axial strain applied on the HiBi-PCF can be expressed as

$$\Delta \theta = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (LB + LP) \epsilon$$

(15)

where $P_e = P_x^s n_x - P_y^y n_y$, and $P_x^s$ and $P_y^y$ are the effective photoelastic constant for the slow and fast axes, respectively.

So, when an axial strain is applied on the HiBi-PCF, the transmission spectrum of the FLM can be described as

$$T' = \frac{1 - \cos(\theta + \Delta \theta)}{2}$$

(16)

Fig. 24 shows the theoretical transmission spectra of the FLM at a free state and at the state of an axial strain (6000 $\mu$e) applied on the HiBi-PCF, which is gotten based on the equation (16). In theoretical calculation, the length and the birefringence of the HiBi-PCF are taken as $L = 79.5$ mm and $B = 8.5 \times 10^{-4}$, respectively, in accordance to the experimental data. $P_e$ of the HiBi-PCF is assumed to $P_e = -2.24 \times 10^{-4}$ [16], which best fits the experiment. As shown in Fig. 25, the transmission spectrum of the FLM shifts to longer wavelength since the phase matching condition is changed when an axial strain is applied on the HiBi-PCF. Therefore, the applied strain can be gotten by monitoring the resonant wavelength shift of the FLM through using a broadband light source and an OSA in a high cost. The theoretical sensitivity of strain based on monitoring the resonant wavelength shift is obtained at 1.1 pm/$\mu$e.

Fig. 24. Theoretical transmission spectra of the FLM at a free state and at the state of an axial strain (6000 $\mu$e) applied on the HiBi-PCF.

Meanwhile, the transmission intensity at a fixed wavelength changes when the transmission spectrum of the FLM shifts with the strain applied on the HiBi-PCF. Thus, the information of the applied strain can be also gotten by monitoring the transmission intensity. The HiBi-PCF FLM sensor based on intensity measurement can be achieved in a low cost by using a DFB laser and an optical power meter, instead of an expansive broadband source and an
When an axial strain is applied on the HiBi-PCF, the FLM transmission intensity at a fixed wavelength can be described as

\[ T_0' = \frac{1 - \cos(\theta_0 + C_0 \varepsilon)}{2} \]  

where \( \theta_0 = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_0} LB, \ C_0 = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_0} (LB + LP), \) . It is clear that, the transmission intensity of the FLM at a fixed wavelength varies accordingly with the applied strain. The transmission intensity variation of the FLM with the change of the axial strain applied on the HiBi-PCF can be deduced as

\[ \frac{dT_0'}{d\varepsilon} = \frac{1}{2} C_0 \sin(\theta_0 + C_0 \varepsilon) \]  

Fig. 25 is the theoretical relationship between the transmission intensity of the FLM sensor and the applied axial strain at three different wavelengths, which are gotten from the equation (17). As shown in the Fig. 24, the transmission intensity of the FLM at a fixed wavelength is approximately a periodic function of the axial strain applied on the HiBi-PCF. The strain spacing is about 33000 \( \mu \varepsilon \). This means the maximal measurement range is about 16500 \( \mu \varepsilon \), in which the relationship between the applied strain and the transmission intensity of the FLM is a proportional dependence. When the strain is measured from 0 \( \mu \varepsilon \), the measurement range of the applied strain is different for the different fixed wavelength.

When the fixed wavelength is chosen at the resonant wavelength (1535.6 nm), the measurement range of the strain is maximum, which is from 0 to 16500 \( \mu \varepsilon \). Fig. 26 is the enlarged drawing of the circle part in Fig. 25. Fig. 26 shows that all of the transmission intensity of the FLM at four different wavelengths (1530 nm, 1532 nm, 1545 nm and 1547 nm) are proportional to the applied strain, when the strain is in the range of 0 ~ 6000 \( \mu \varepsilon \). The strain sensitivity is in positive when the fixed wavelength (1530 nm and 1530 nm) is shorter than the resonant wavelength (1535.6 nm) of the FLM; on the other hand, the strain sensitivity is in negative when the fixed wavelength (1545 nm and 1547 nm) is longer than the resonant wavelength (1535.6 nm) of the FLM.

Fig. 25. Theoretical strain dependence of the transmission intensity of the FLM at different wavelengths.
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Fig. 26. Theoretical strain dependence of the transmission intensity of the FLM at different wavelengths in the strain range of 0~6000 με.

Fig. 27 shows the transmission spectrum of the HiBi-PCF FLM. The HiBi-PCF has a birefringence B of ~8.5×10⁻⁴ at 1550 nm, and the length L of 79.5 mm. The corresponding wavelength spacing between transmission peaks (or transmission dips) is about 35.6 nm, and the extinction ratio is nearly 26 dB. Fig. 28 shows the strain characteristics of the FLM at different strain. The whole transmission spectrum shifts toward longer wavelength with the applied strain increasing because the length of the HiBi-PCF increases with the axial stretching and the birefringence of the HiBi-PCF decreases due to the photoelastic effect of the fiber. When the strain sensor is based on the resonant wavelength monitoring, the strain sensitivity with wavelength which is the slope of the curve, is estimated to be 1.1 pm/με as shown in Fig. 39. Experimental results are identical with the theoretical analysis. When an OSA with a wavelength resolution of 10 pm is used, the strain resolution is about 9.1 με.

Fig. 27. Experimental transmission spectrum of the HiBi-PCF FLM.

When the strain sensor is based on the transmission intensity measurement, a single wavelength source such as a wavelength tunable laser or a DFB laser is used as a light source. The HiBi-PCF FLM sensor based on optical intensity measurement is measured with
Fig. 28. Experimental transmission spectra of the FLM at different strain applied on the HiBi-PCF (from left to right, the strain: 0, 2137, 3357, 4565 and 5770 με, respectively).

A tunable laser source (Agilent 81689 A) and a power meter (Agilent 81634 A). The wavelength of the tunable laser is near the resonant wavelength of the FLM and hence the output light intensity from the FLM is directly related to the FLM’s transmission at the wavelength of the DFB laser. Since the FLM’s transmission is insensitive to temperature, the output power is only affected by the transmission spectrum change caused by the strain applied on the HiBi-PCF. Fig. 30 shows the measured and theoretical relationship between the output intensity of the FLM sensor and the applied axial strain for various laser wavelengths. It’s clear that the strain sensitivity with intensity is related to the wavelength of the used laser source. In our experiment, a tunable laser is used for easiness of wavelength adjustment. In practice, a DFB laser with appropriate wavelength would be better for the purpose of reducing cost.

As shown in Fig. 30, for laser wavelengths of 1530 nm and 1532 nm, which are shorter than the resonant wavelength (1535.6 nm) of the FLM, the output intensity increases with applied strain and the strain sensitivity is positive. Meanwhile, for laser wavelength longer than the resonant wavelength (1535.6 nm), the output intensity decreases with the applied strain and the intensity sensitivities are negative. Fig. 30 also shows the theoretical curves of the relation between the output intensity and the applied strain. The experimental results are in a good agreement with the theoretical analysis.

From the equation (17), the output intensity in response of the strain can be expressed in $T = \left[1 - \cos(\theta_0 + C_0 \varepsilon)\right]/2$. When laser wavelengths are 1530 nm and 1545 nm, the theoretical relationships between the output intensity and the applied strain are $T_{1530} = \left[1 - \cos(277 + 203 \varepsilon)\right]/2$ and $T_{1545} = \left[1 - \cos(274 + 201 \varepsilon)\right]/2$, respectively. The coefficients $\theta_0$ and $C_0$ of the above equations are different since the wavelength is different. In the above theoretical equations, dispersion effect on the B is ignored. The experimental and theoretical results are identical, and the fitting degrees between them are obtained highly as $R^2 = 0.997$ at the wavelength 1530 nm and $R^2 = 0.994$ at the wavelength 1545 nm, respectively. Furthermore, the strain sensitivity is various with the applied strain. When the applied strain is 3000 με, the strain sensitivity is 2.7 dB/1000 με at 1530 nm and -3.2 dB/1000 με at 1545 nm. When an
optical power meter with an intensity resolution of 0.01 dB is used, a strain resolution of 3.7 με at 1530 nm and 3.1 με at 1545 nm is achieved, which is about 2.5 times higher than that of the strain sensor based on the resonant wavelength measurement.

\[
y = 0.0011x + 1535.5
\]

\[R^2 = 0.9999\]

Fig. 29. The experimental relationship between the of the FLM at different wavelengths. Lines: theoretical curves. Pointes: experimental data.

Fig. 30. Strain dependence of the transmission intensity wavelength of the transmission peak near 1535.6 nm of the FLM and the strain applied on the HiBi-PCF.
6. Multiplexing of HiBi-PCF based Sagnac interferometric sensors [35]

In this part, three multiplexing schemes for PM-PCF based Sagnac interferometric sensors are presented. The first scheme is to multiplex sensors in the wavelength domain using coarse wavelength division multiplexers (CWDMs). The sensing signal from each sensor can be measured within a specific wavelength channel of the CWDM. The second scheme is to multiplex sensors by connecting them in series along a single fiber. It is simple in terms of system architecture as no additional fiber-optic components are needed. The third scheme is to multiplex sensors in parallel by using fiber-optic couplers. The sensing information of the first multiplexing technique can be obtained by direct measurement such as with an optical spectrum analyzer. For the serial and parallel multiplexing, signal processing methods are required to demultiplex the complex sensing signal. Two mathematical transformations, namely the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and the Fourier transform (FT), are used independently to convert the multiplexed sensing signal back to their constituent sensor signals. These two transform methods are experimentally demonstrated via two multiplexed Sagnac interferometric sensors. Their operating principles, experimental setup, and overall performance are discussed. In the part of 4.2, we have demonstrated the utilization of PM-PCF based Sagnac interferometers for pressure sensing [29]. Similar pressure sensing experiments were performed here for the purposes of demonstration and verification of the multiplexing schemes as well as the demultiplexing methods.

6.1 Multiplexing technique based on CWDM

Wavelength division multiplexing is a direct multiplexing technique that can be readily implemented into Sagnac interferometric sensors. Since the output interference spectra of all the sensors cover the whole bandwidth of the light source, individual sensor signals can be physically separated by CWDMs into different wavelength channels. The experimental setup of two multiplexed sensors using CWDMs is illustrated in Fig.31. It includes a

![Fig. 31. Experimental setup of FWDM multiplexing technique for two PM-PCF based Sagnac interferometric sensors.](www.intechopen.com)
broadband light source, an OSA, two identical filter wavelength division multiplexers (FWDMs) with the two output ports having respective operation range in the C and L bands (1500~1562 nm/1570~1640 nm). The two Sagnac interferometric sensors, PM-PCF1 and PM-PCF2, have effective PM-PCF lengths of 40 cm and 80 cm, respectively. After the broadband light was launched into the first FWDM, the light was split into C and L bands. These two bands of light then illuminated the two sensors separately and were recombined by the second FWDM.

Figure 32 shows the output spectrum of the two Sagnac interferometric sensors multiplexed by FWDM. From the figure, sensors PM-PCF 1 and PM-PCF 2 are found in the L band and C band, respectively. The FWDMs are shown to have good flatness in their operating wavelength range. There is an abrupt discontinuity at the edges of the two FWDMs at around 1562 nm-1570 nm, where such range should be excluded from measurements. By measuring the shifts of individual transmission minima (or maxima) of the two Sagnac interferometric sensors within their corresponding wavelength ranges, sensing information of both sensors can be obtained.

![Fig. 32. Output Spectrum of the CWDM multiplexing technique for PM-PCF based Sagnac interferometric sensor.](image)

6.2 Multiplexed in series along a single fiber with transmitted signals

The second multiplexing scheme is to multiplex Sagnac interferometric sensors in series along a single fiber. Similar concatenated sensor configuration has been employed previously in optical filtering [41], and in strain and temperature discrimination [42]. However, in both cases, multiplexing was not the main focus, and so the techniques of multiplexing were not studied. Figure 33 illustrates such a scheme by simply cascading the sensors together. For K Sagnac interferometric sensors multiplexed in series, the output spectrum is given by,
\[ \frac{P_{\text{output}}}{P_{\text{input}}} = 10 \log \left( \prod_{k=1}^{n} \left( \frac{1}{2} \frac{L_k}{S_k} \frac{1 - \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{S_k} \lambda + \theta_k \right)}{1 - \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{S_k} \lambda \right)} \right) \right) \text{[dB]} \]

where \( L_k, S_k, \theta_k \) are the loss, the period of the output spectrum and the initial phase of the \( k \)-th sensor, respectively. Note that the output spectrum is the multiplication of all individual sensor signals.

Fig. 33. Experimental setup of in series multiplexing technique for PM-PCF based Sagnac interferometric sensor.

Fig. 34. Output transmission spectra of the two multiplexed Sagnac interferometric sensors in series with one sensor under applied pressure variations.

In the experimental demonstration, two sensors were spliced together adjacent to each other in series. The effective lengths of PM-PCF1 and PM-PCF2 were 20 cm and 60 cm, respectively. PM-PCF1 was placed freely on a table, while PM-PCF2 was placed inside a sealed pressure chamber. Pressure was applied to PM-PCF2 from 0–3 bars in steps of 0.5 bar, and was measured by a pressure gauge (COMARK C9557). Figure 34 shows the output spectra of various pressure values measured by the OSA. In principle, to obtain the sensing
information, the wavelength shift of the transmission minima of each sensor needs to be determined. However, as can be seen, the multiplexed sensor signal is more complex, and so simply tracing the initial phase may not yield accurate results. Thus, in order to separate the multiplexed signals, the DWT and FT methods were used independently to demultiplex the sensing signals. They worked by transforming the signals into another domain, such that each individual sensor signal can be easily identified, and their phase shifts measured.

### 6.3 DWT demultiplexing method

The principle of the DWT demultiplexing method has been outlined in Ref. [43]. When DWT is applied to a signal, it is decomposed and halved into high and low frequency components, represented as detail and approximation coefficients, respectively. This is similar to applying both a high-pass and a low-pass filter simultaneously to a signal. Then, the approximation coefficients (i.e., low frequency components) of the signal can be further decomposed into 2nd-level detail and approximation coefficients. This iterative process continues until all individual sensor signals are separated and appear on different wavelet levels. In other words, it continues until the spatial frequency of the sensing signals matches with the frequency range at which the wavelet level represents. Figure 35 shows the extracted detail coefficients of the two sensors at different wavelet levels. By tracking their phase shifts, the response of the two sensors under various pressure levels can be detected. Figure 36(a) shows the phase shifts of the two sensors as a function of applied pressure. It is clear that PM-PCF2 shifted linearly with applied pressure, while PM-PCF1 remained about the zero shift position. The crosstalk between the two multiplexed sensor signals was also measured. The crosstalk given here is the ratio of the phase shift of PM-PCF1 (no pressure applied) to that of PM-PCF2 (pressured applied), and is shown in Fig. 36(b). It should be noted that, the crosstalk measurement represented here includes other sources of errors, such as measurement error and ambient noise. As can be seen from the figure, the crosstalk between the two sensors is less than 5% and decreases progressively at higher pressure values. This means the absolute crosstalk values are quite stable for the measured pressure range, and implies that the errors are mainly due to sources other than the actual crosstalk between the two sensors. On the other hand, if the crosstalk measurement shows a trend that correlates with the applied pressure, this would mean there is actual crosstalk present in the multiplexed sensor system.

![Fig. 35. Sensing signals of the two Sagnac interferometric sensors extracted using the wavelet method.](www.intechopen.com)
6.4 FT demultiplexing method

Besides the DWT, we also employed the FT method and the operating principle can be found in Ref. [44]. The FT method works by transforming the multiplexed sensing signal from the original (wavelength) domain, into its dual (spatial frequency) domain, and is represented in the FT magnitude and phase spectra. Since the multiplexed signal is periodic, each individual sensor appeared as an finite amplitude peak in the FT magnitude spectrum; residing at a position dependent on the spatial frequency of the original sinusoidal signals. Thus, provided no two sensors have the same spatial frequency, each sensor can be distinctly identified.

Normally, there are two ways of tracing the measurand-induced changes of individual sensors: (i) if the spatial-frequencies of the sensors change, measurands can be detected by the amount the amplitude peaks shift in the magnitude spectrum; and (ii) if the phase of the sensors change (and not the spatial-frequencies), measurands can be detected by the change of slope of the phase spectrum over the region corresponding to the amplitude peaks of the sensors in the magnitude spectrum. For the PM-PCF Sagnac interferometric sensors, when pressure was applied, the phase of the signals shifted proportionally while the spatial frequencies have no noticeable change, and so the second method applies. Figure 37 gives the FT magnitude and phase spectra of the multiplexed sensing signals after taking the FT. The corresponding regions of phase for the two sensors are shown in Fig.38. From the figure, one can see that PM-PCF1 is held constant (no noticeable change in the phase slope), while PM-PCF2 is under a varying amount of applied pressure which resulted in a gradual change of the phase slope. The calculated equivalent wavelength shift and crosstalk between the two sensors are shown in Figs. 39(a) and 39(b), respectively. From the figure, the maximum crosstalk is ~5%, which is considered small.

6.5 Multiplexed in parallel by using coupler with reflected signals

The third multiplexing scheme is to multiplex Sagnac interferometric sensors in parallel, and is illustrated in Fig.40. The effective lengths of PM-PCF1 and PM-PCF2 are 20 cm and 60 cm, respectively. The source light is split equally by the 3-dB coupler into two paths to illuminate the two sensors separately. The sensing signals reflected back from the two...
Fig. 37. Magnitude spectra and phase spectra of the sensing signal under Fourier transformation.

Fig. 38. Phase shift of the sensing signal from the two Sagnac interferometric sensors.

Fig. 39. (a) The wavelength shifts as a function of pressure variation for the two Sagnac interferometric sensors, (b) sensing signal crosstalk of the two Sagnac interferometric sensors.
sensors are then coupled together by the same 3-dB coupler, and were measured with an OSA. The unused ends of the sensors were coiled in small loops to minimize Fresnel reflections. As compared to the serial multiplexing scheme, it required an additional 3-dB coupler. Note that the reflected sensing signals were taken instead of the transmitted signals, and there were two reasons for it. First, it helped to use one less 3-dB coupler to combine individual sensor signals at the output side and so reduced the system cost and complexity. Second, the reflected signal spectrum is, mathematically, the complement of the transmitted spectrum; and since the spectrum is of the form of sinusoidal pattern, the only difference is the phase angle of $\pi$. For K Sagnac interferometric sensors multiplexed in parallel, the output spectrum is given by,

$$\frac{P_{output}}{P_{input}} = 10 \log_{10} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} L_k R_k \left[ 1 + \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{S_k} + \theta_k \right) \right] \right\} [dB]$$

(20)

where $R_k$, $L_k$, $S_k$, $\theta_k$ are the coupling ratio, the loss, the period of the output spectrum and the initial phase of the $k$-th sensor, respectively. Note that the output spectrum is the arithmetic sum of all individual sensor signals, as opposed to multiplication in the serial multiplexing case.

As an experimental demonstration, a similar pressure sensing experiment to the previous multiplexing scheme was performed. Figure 41 shows the output spectra, with PM-PCF1 placed freely on the table and PM-PCF2 placed inside the pressure chamber. Again, we employed both the DWT and FT methods independently to demultiplex the sensing signal.

6.6 DWT demultiplexing method

After taking the DWT of the multiplexed sensing signal, Fig.42 shows the detail coefficients of the two sensors at different wavelet levels. It is apparent from the figure that PM-PCF1 remained almost constant, while PM-PCF2 can visibly be seen to have had the whole signal shifted. The phase shifts of the two sensors and the corresponding crosstalk measurement are shown in Figs. 43(a) and 43(b), respectively. The crosstalk between the two sensing signals is indeed very small, with a maximum value of less than 2%.
Fig. 41. Output transmission spectra of the two multiplexed Sagnac interferometric sensors in parallel with one sensor under applied pressure variations.

Fig. 42. Sensing signals of the two Sagnac interferometric sensors extracted using the wavelet method.

Fig. 43. (a) The wavelength shifts as a function of pressure variation for the two Sagnac interferometric sensors, (b) sensing signal crosstalk of the two Sagnac interferometric sensors.
6.7 FT demultiplexing method

With the FT method applied, Fig. 44 gives the FT magnitude and phase spectra of the multiplexed sensing signals. The corresponding regions of phase for the two sensors are illustrated in Fig. 45. From the figure, one can notice that PM-PCF1 has no noticeable change in the phase slope, while PM-PCF2 experienced pressure changes which resulted in a gradual change in the phase slope. The calculated equivalent wavelength shifts and the corresponding crosstalk measurement are shown in Figs. 46(a) and 46(b), respectively. Again, the crosstalk is very small, with a maximum of less than 3%.

![Magnitude and Phase Spectrum](image1)

**Fig. 44.** Magnitude spectrum and phase spectrum of the sensing signal under Fourier transformation.

![Phase Shift](image2)

**Fig. 45.** Phase shift of the sensing signal from the two Sagnac interferometric sensors.

6.8 Discussions

Each of the three multiplexing schemes has its own characteristics and is suitable for different applications. The CWDM scheme enables easy real-time system implementation. It provides a direct measurement without the need for dealing with crosstalk between signals from different channels. The number of sensors that can be multiplexed is limited by the available channels of the CWDM at a fixed light source bandwidth. Although with more channels, more sensors can be multiplexed; the bandwidth of each channel becomes narrower. In principle, the minimum bandwidth of each channel has to be larger than the period of the sensor signal, plus a bit of guard band between channel edges to avoid erroneous results due to signal discontinuities.
Fig. 46. (a) The wavelength shifts as a function of pressure variation for the two Sagnac interferometric sensors, (b) sensing signal crosstalk of the two Sagnac interferometric sensors.

For the serial multiplexing scheme, no additional fiber-optic components are needed. The sensors are multiplexed easily by connecting them together one by one, which makes this scheme the simplest in terms of sensor system architecture. The number of sensors that can be multiplexed is mainly limited by the splicing loss between PM-PCFs and SMFs. On the other hand, for the parallel multiplexing scheme, it requires the addition of fiber couplers, which makes the system architecture relatively more complex and increases the total system cost. In addition, it increases the insertion loss due to splicing and fiber couplers. Nevertheless, the errors and adverse effects are also less because individual sensor signals are added rather than multiplied, and so they do not suffer from spectral shadowing and nonlinear mapping as is found in the serial multiplexing scheme [42]. It is evident from our experiments that parallel multiplexing has less crosstalk (with other sources of errors included) than that of serial multiplexing. It should be pointed out that the measurement errors due to fluctuations in the applied pressure played a role in our results, which can be noticed in their deviation from ideal values. This implies the intrinsic crosstalk is believed to be quite low.

There is a consideration when using the DWT and FT methods to demultiplex the sensor signals obtained from the serial and parallel multiplexing schemes. The effective length of PM-PCFs must be properly chosen not to be too close to each other in order to avoid overlap after performing the transformations. However, it is not an issue for the CWDM scheme because signals from sensors are well distinguished by each channel. These three multiplexing schemes can be implemented together to further increase the number of sensors.

For example, within each channel in the CWDM, sensors can be multiplexed in series or in parallel. This combined configuration cannot only increase the number of sensors by several times, but also maximizes the full use of the light source bandwidth. To sum up, from practicability point of view, the CWDM scheme is among the easiest and simplest, whereas serial multiplexing is more practical in real applications. On the other hand, parallel multiplexing offers slightly better performance in terms of crosstalk and measurement errors. At present stage, the main limitations on the last two multiplexing schemes are the insertion loss. The presented multiplexing schemes, together with the two demultiplexing methods, are not only limited to use for PM-PCF Sagnac interferometric sensors. Indeed, they can be applied in any PCF sensor that has sinusoidal patterns. This will be one step closer towards a more practical sensing system using PCF based sensors.
7. Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced and demonstrated the basic operation principle of FLMs, and their applications in optical devices and in optical sensors, which include:

i. Temperature-insensitive interferometer based on HiBi-PCF FLM. The temperature-insensitivity of the FLM is improved 55 times by using the HiBi-PCF, mainly because the temperature coefficient of birefringence in PCF is measured to be 30 times lower than that of conventional PMF;

ii. Temperature-insensitive strain sensor based on HiBi-PCF FLM. Strain measurement with a sensitivity of 0.23 pm/µε is achieved, and the measurement range, by stretching the PM-PCF only, is up to 32 mε. The strain measurement is inherently temperature insensitive due to the great thermal stability of PM-PCF based Sagnac interferometers. That improves the accuracy of strain measurement and eliminates the requirement for temperature compensation;

iii. Pressure sensor realized with HiBi-PCF based Sagnac interferometer. The Sagnac loop itself acts as a sensitive pressure sensing element, making it an ideal candidate for pressure sensor. Pressure measurement results show a sensing sensitivity of 3.42 nm/MPa, which is achieved by using a 58.4 cm PM-PCF-based Sagnac interferometer. Important features of the pressure sensor are the low thermal coefficient and the exceptionally low bending loss of the PM-PCF, which permits the fiber to be coiled into a 5mm diameter circle. This allows the realization of a very small pressure sensor;

iv. Compact and highly sensitive temperature sensor based on an alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM. Due to the high temperature sensitivity of the filled alcohol, an alcohol-filled HiBi-PCF FLM with an extremely high sensitivity on temperature are presented. Experimental results show that the sensitivity is as high as 6.6 nm/°C, which is 660 and 7 times higher than that of a FBG and that of the FLM made of a conventional HiBi fiber;

v. Demodulation of sensors based on HiBi-PCF FLM. The sensor demodulation is based on the intensity measurement, in which a distributed-feedback (DFB) laser is used as the light source. Since the output intensity of the FLM is directly proportional to the applied strain, only an optical power meter is sufficient to detect strain variation, avoiding the need for an expensive OSA;

vi. Multiplexing of HiBi-PCF based Sagnac interferometric sensors. Three multiplexing schemes are presented for HiBi-PCF based Sagnac interferometric sensors. The first technique is wavelength division multiplexing using coarse wavelength division multiplexers (CWDMs) to distinguish signals from each multiplexed sensor in different wavelength channels. The other two schemes are to multiplex sensors in series along a single fiber link and in parallel by using fiber-optic couplers. While for the CWDM scheme, the multiplexed sensing signal can be obtained by direct measurement; for the other two multiplexing techniques, the sensing signal is more complex and cannot be easily demultiplexed. Thus, some signal processing methods are required. In this regard, two mathematical transformations, namely the discrete wavelet transform and Fourier transform, have been independently and successfully implemented into these two schemes. The operating principles, experimental setup, and overall performance are discussed.
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